
Hi, my name is Rachel and I am an artist, I use watercolour paint to make 
my paintings, so if you want to paint some pictures like mine, 

watercolour paints are what you need. That is any paint that is soluble in 
water. The better-quality paints you can get then the better the colours, 

but any paint will do really. I also use watercolour paper but use any 
paper you have. Try to get the thickest and strongest paper you can. You 
will also need some a board or thick cardboard, masking tape, some salt, 

some cling film, a spray bottle, thin cardboard, some clean pots to put 
water in, and some brushes of different sizes.

Painting a wacky bird

⦁ First tape your paper to the board using masking tape

2.Then cut out an eye shaped piece of masking tape and pop it where 
you’d like your bird’s eye to go
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3.I have drawn an out- line so you can see the shape I am going for but 
please just do what feels right.
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4.Now wet the body of the bird, with a big brush and clean water.

Then drop colour into the wet body, any colours you like,

5.It may be best to have a few brushes on the go, and use a different 
brush for each colour so they don’t get all muddy
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6.Let the paint be, let it swirl and merge and see what happens.
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7. You can tap water onto the paint or sprinkle salt to get different 
effects.

Now leave to dry

8. Once dry you can create some wacky tail feathers, again any colour 
you like.
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9. I put a drop, or blob of the colour I wanted and then moved the board, 
so the drip ran in the direction I wanted.
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10. Do this as many times as you like, until you are happy.

11.Now give your bird a foot so she can stand up
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12.And a beak so she can peck, any colour you like, I went with orange.

.
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13.Now dry your picture, you can use a hairdryer if you don’t want 
to wait

14.Rub out any pencil lines you want to be rid of
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15. Now peel of the masking tape you popped on for the eye.
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16. Draw in a little black dot using a pen or a felt tip
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17. You could also give your bird some spots

She is your bird so be as wacky as you want, maybe do some more 
with head feathers or maybe paint some wacky fish, have fun and 

create using any colours you like x
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